CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1. Conclusions

The study concerned on the process and inherent participant of transitivity system used in Robert Frost’s poems. Based on the analysis, the researcher was drawn the conclusions as follows:

There are seven kinds of process are used in Robert Frost’s poems. They are material process with 67 clauses (32%), the second is relational process with 42 clauses (20%), mental process with 34 clauses (16%), verbal process with 28 clauses (14%), behavioral process with 24 clauses (12%), existential process with 8 clauses (4%), and the meteorological process with 4 clauses (2%). The meteorological process is the part of relational process that showed the several weather of phenomena and occurred in his poems. Thus, the writer has found all the kinds of process proposed by Halliday and Mathiessen (2004).

The inherent participants used in Robert Frost’s poem consisted of the participants that did not directly involve in the process and the participant that directly involve in the process. The participants that did not directly involve in the process is indicated by the non-human participant. Meanwhile, the participants that directly involved in the process is indicated by the human participant.
The reasons of the processes and inherent participants realized in the way they are involved:

- To make sense of his experience through the poems by using nature as his inspiration. It is the reflection on life and nature to present his experience.
- To build his mental picture of reality by using the human participant. It is used to represent his poem directly.

5.2. Suggestions

In relation to the conclusions, suggestions are presented as follows:

This research has involved all the kinds of process in transitivity system. But, Since this research deals with literary work, it has not involved all aspects of literary work such as novel, short story, and drama. So, it is expected that the other researchers can develop this research.

The research of transitivity system in the form of literary work has just begun and there is much room for us to complete. The research involves many disciplines and many related aspects need to explore and further research. So, it is also suggested to the other students of English Applied Linguistic Study Program can explore and investigate some other phenomena of transitivity system to enrich the linguistics study.